500% ROI: How This Director of CX
Delivered Value With AI Agent
Problem

When one of the fastest-growing beauty brands experienced hypergrowth during
the COVID-19 pandemic their customer service team inevitably fell behind and
response times for support tickets hit an all-time high of 50+ hours. This became
a consistent point of intense frustration for customers and sank the team's KPIs.
To combat the intense impacts of hypergrowth and the pandemic, the Director
of CX partnered with a BPO to help with ticket volume. This became a costly
endeavor; the cost per contact increased to over $8 and the team still struggled
to meet SLAs. Leadership and the in-house support team were struggling to scale
without breaking their budget.
The Director of CX and Global Customer Support Manager needed to find a
solution to help resolve as many tier 1 and tier 2 tickets as possible, take the
load off the in-house team and reduce operational spend across the board.

How can the Director of CX and Global Support Manager resolve ticket
backlog, manage the influx of support tickets, and reduce operational spend?

Solution

The Director of CX was mostly unfamiliar with AI; he used a chatbot in the past but never a sophisticated AI
Agent like Thankful’s. Unlike chatbots, Thankful uses best-in-class Natural Language Understanding (NLU) and
advanced API integrations to better understand customers, fully resolve queries and deliver service
experiences that are indistinguishable from human interactions.
Thankful’s AI Agent was deployed on email, the brand’s busiest communication channel, and swiftly resolved
the influx of ticket volume, executed the full return process for customers, tracked orders and eliminated the
backlog. This transformed the service experience and empowered the support team to scale without any snags.

Results

Thankful’s AI Agent resolved 60% of email tickets and cleared 100% of backlog two weeks after launch.
Team KPIs also became more achievable while CSAT scores began to rise.

With Thankful fully resolving more than half of ticket volume, the Director of CX was able to cut operational
spend with their BPO while improving KPIs and SLAs. At its peak, Thankful delivered an ROI of 623% and over
500% consistently YoY.
This empowered the Director of CX and Global Solutions Manager to resolve an influx of tickets at a fraction of
the price and deliver timely and personalized support, while also retaining top talent with their in-house team.
The brand is now able to launch new products without the costs and pains of ramping up the team.

CSAT REVIEWS:

What their customers
had to say about
Thankful’s AI Agent:

Let’s connect:

She was fantastic! Super
understanding and just
assisted me right away.

The correspondence was so prompt &
easy, it felt more like texts with a friend
than emails with customer service.

sales@thankful.ai

Extremely friendly
and made my life so
much easier.

www.thankful.ai

